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PRECAUTIONS Official 

Nintendo 

Seal of Qualify The Game Pak is a precision device. 
It should be kept away from extreme 
temperatures. Never hit it or drop it.- 
Do not take it apart. 
Do not clean with benzene, paint 
thinner, alcohol, or other such 
solvents. 
Make sure the power is off 
before inserting or removing the 
Game Pak from the Nintendo 
Entertainment System.® 
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licensed by Nintendo® 
for play on I ho 

Nintendo 
enTEPTRinmenT 

NtNTENIXWAND 
NINTENDO ENTER!AlNMENT SYSTEM® 

Alt!-: REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OK 
NINTENDO OK AM ERICA INC 

Sesame Street A-B-C & 1-2-3 This official sea! is your assurance that 
Nintendo reviewed this product end1 that it 
has met our standards for excellence in 
w orksmanship, reliabiility and entertainment 
value. Always look for this seal when buying Jim Hanson Productions, Inc. All rights reserved. 

SESAME STREET and the Street Sign are the 
trademarks of Children's Television Workshop. 

ProgramP1991 Children's Television workshop. Ail 
rights reserved. SESAME STREET puppet characters 

Games and accessories to eneure 
compatibility with your Nintendo Entertain¬ 
ment System*5* 
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Control Pad (Black 
Arrow Keys): Used to 
move between choices 
on menus and within 
games, NOTE: See 
L eU er-G o-Ron n d a n d 
Em ie 's H ig Sp lash 
instructions for more 
Control Pad functions. 

Select and Start 
Buttons: Used to return 
to menus From within 
ga m es * [ n Ern ie fs It ig 
Splash, used to reset 
puzzles, NOT used to 
start games. 

It and A Buttons: 
Used to confirm 
choices in any menu 
and on any game play 
screen. These buttons 
begin games and 
activities from menus. 

GAME SELECTION 

SESAME STREET ABC & 1-2-3 contains four different games 
Astro-Grover, Ernie’s Magic Shapes, I setter Go Round and 
Ernie’s Big Splash. Top choose one, follow these steps. 

Insert the Game Pak into your Nintendo Entertainment 
System, 
Turn on the power 

he Main Menu appears. Press the black arrow key button to 
choose one of the games. Then press the select or start 
button to begin play. 

NOTE: 
games in this Game Pak, press the reset button on your Nintendo 
Entertainment System. 

To return to the Main Menu and select one of the other 
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Look, up m the stars! Is it Little Bird? Is it a Twiddlebug? No...it’s 
Astro-Grover! Help him count the Zips as he welcomes them to 
planet Earth. So, if you’re ready for fun, lei’s get started! 

Object of the Game 
Count, add and subtract the Zips from the planet Zap while helping 
Astro-Grover welcome them to Earth. 

Parents: Astro-Grover provides your children with a fun way to use 
these basic skills: 
• Number/numeraJ correspondence 
• Counting 
• Addition and subtraction 
• Number pattern recognition 
When you play Astro-Grover with your child, you can reinforce these 
skills by talking about the game as you play. Encourage your child to 
point to and count each Zip and say the total out loud. Say things 
like,1 ‘How many Zips are there now?” or “Are there more or fewer 
Zips than the last turn? f * 

7 ASTRO-GROVER 

ASTRO-GROVER 
Astro-Grover contains five different games. They are: 

Counting 
Counting 
Addition 

Subtraction 
Addition and subtraction 

How many Zips 
Beam That Number 
Adding Countdown 
Take It Away, Zips! 

Sum Up, Sum Down 

To choose one of these games, follow these steps: 
* Press the black arrow key button to move Astro-Grover and 

select one of the games. 
* Then press the A or B button to begin play. 

NOTE: To return to this Menu from within an Astro-Grover game, 
press the black select or start button on your controller. 

Blast Off! 
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LEVEL 1; How Many Zips? 
Object: Count the Zips and watch (hem build the beautiful city. A 
shipful of Zips whizzes onto your screen. Whoosh! Zoom! When the 
ship stops moving, Zips will scoot out. They will zooin to the center 
of the screen and Hash to greet you. 

Point to each Zip on the screen. How many do you see? 
• Use the black arrow key button to move the box and place it 

around the correct number. 
* Press either red button (A or B) when Hie box is on the 

correct number. 

Oops! If you press the wrong key, that's okay, Astropal. You have as 
many tries as you need to get it right. Count the Zips and press the 
arrow key button again to select another number. 

After a correct answer, the Zips build one part of the city. Then, a 
new ship of Zips fly out for you to count. Count five groups of Zips 
in a round to build the entire city, and you’re a real whiz! 
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LEVEL 2: Beam That Number 

Object: Match the number on the screen with the correct number of 
Zips inside Astro-Grover’s Astrobeam. 

Astro-Grover is ready to send a spaceship into orbit. But, he first 
must find the number of Zips on the spaceship. How will he do it? 
He needs your help. 

Look at the number inside the spaceship. Watch the beam move. 
* When the number of Zips within the beam matches the 

number in the spaceship, press either red button (A or B). 
• If the number of Zips within the beam does not match the 

number in the spaceship, press the black arrow key button. 
This makes the beam move again! 

You must make four matches to send the ship all the way into outer 
space and complete the round. 
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LEVEL 3: Adding Countdown 

Object: Count each group of Zips that appears on the screen. Then 
add the two groups to gel the total number of Zips. 

The Zips are ready to return to the planet Zap. But only you can 
beam them aboard their ship. Get ready, Astro pal! 

The first group o' Zips scoot out and are flashing on your screen. 
How many do you see? 

Zowie, you got il! The Zips will zoom onto the launch pad and the 
correct answer will Hash in the sky. 

Now look again. The second group of Zips has just zoomed on the 
screen. How many do you sec in the second group? 

Ihc second group of Zips will fly lo the pad and the number will flash 
in (he sky again. 

11 ASTRO GROVER 

Count all the flashing Zips to add the two numbers on your screen. 

Watch the Zips zoom up in Iheir ship, and look out below! You've 
built one part of the city! Now, there’s a new group of Zips awaiting 
your orders. 

When you get the right sum live times in a row, you'll get a new 
surprise. So look sharp and keep adding. Add up all the Zips in a 
round and you've built one Zap-happy city! 

LEVEL 4; Take It Away, Zips! 

Object: Count the Zips dial appear on the screen. Then subtract the 
number of Zips lhat leave and figure out how many Zips are left. 

The Zips are out for one last blast before they zoom back to Zap. 
They're ready for a stellar spin, buy they need your help. 

Whoosh! A fleet of Zips lands on the screen. How many do you see? 
Good work, Space mate! The correct number will appear under the 
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launch pad. What’s happening to the fleet? Some of the Zips fly to 
the right and flash to let you know ttint they're ready to go! 

How do you launch them? Count those flashing Zips. The number 
will appear under the pad and those Zips will zoom off into orbit! But 
your job is not done. In fact, it's just begun. 

How many Zips arc left? You got it. The number will appear on the 
screen and you’ve built one part of the city. Before you know if, a 
new fleet of Zips will beam down to you. Five correct answers will 
send the ship home, build the city and end the round. 

LEVELS: Sum Up, Sum Down 

Object: f ind the right combination of numbers to equal the number 
on the ship. Time’s almost up. The Zips must leave their buddv, 
Astro-Grovcr, and go home to Zap. Before they go, the Zips will fly 
down to say, * 'Good-bye, it’s been a blast/5 Can you count the Zips 
before they reach the city? 
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There are three beams on the screen. Each one has a number in it. 
Now look at the number on the Zips' ship, Lonk at the numbers on 
the beam bases. Can you find the right combination of numbers to 
add up to the number on the ship? Look closely. There may be more 
than one right answer. And sometimes you may have to select a 
number more than once. 

Find the numbers that add up to the number on the ship. A beam 
shines up and saves that number of Zips. 

* Use I he black arrow key buttons to move the box and place it 
around the correct number. 

# Press either the red button (A or B) when the box is on the 
correct number. 

The sum of the numbers you pressed must equal the number on the 
ship. 1 f it is less or more than that number, the Zips will move down 
(he screen. Try again. 

Four correct answers will send the Zips home to the planet Zap. 
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Ernie's Magic Shapes provides a playful setting in which children 
practice visual discrimination, an important preschool skill. 

Object of the Activity 
Match the colored shapes that appear above Ernie’s head with the 
shapes that appear on the table. 

Parents: Ernie s Magic Shapes provides your children with a fun way 
to practice these basic skills: 

♦ Shape recognition 
♦ Shape and color matching 
♦ Identifying embedded figures 

When you play Ernie s Magic Shapes with your child, you can 
reinforce these skills by talking about the game as you play. 
Encourage your child to point to each shape, trace it on the screen and 
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say its name. Ask questions such as, “What color is that triangle? 
or “How many red squares are on the screen? 

? 1 

J > 

Ernie s Magic Shapes contains six games. They are: 
• Introduction 
• Presto Shape-0 
• Abracadabra...Colors! 
* Zip Zap the Shapes 
* Poof Pop the Colors 
• Shazam! More Shapes 
♦ TaDali! What a Figure 

To choose one of these games, follow these steps. 
* Press the black arrow key button to select one of the games. 
* i hen press the A or B button to begin play. The appropriate 

game screen will appear. 

Match (lie shapes 
Match the color 
More shape matching 
More color matching 
Harder shape matching 
Hardest o all 
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NOTE: To return to this Menu from within Ernie’s Magic Shapes 
game, press the black select or start button on your controller. 

Magic Time! 
Before you can play Ernie’s Magic Shapes, you have to decide how 
hard you want your game to be. Each level is designed to be more 
difficult than the last. Choose your level and you'll be on your way! 

It’s Magic! 
Who is that on the screen? It 's your old buddy Ernie. He’s become 

When Ernie raises his arm, POOF. A shape picture magician: 
appears above his head. 

What’s next? When Ernie turns and waves his magic wand, ZAP. A 
shape appears. Now conics your job. 

Take a look at the. shape. Is it the same shape and color as one of the 

shapes in Ernie’s picture? 

ERNIE’S MAGIC SHAPES 17 

Here is how you play each of the six games. 

Catch the Match! 
• Press either red button (A or B) if you think that the shape on 

the table matches or is a part of Ernie’s picture. 

Ernie will nod his head yes and zap the shape into place beside his 
picture when you are correct. 

Oops! If you pressed a red button, but the shape is not in Ernie s 
picture, Ernie's bunny will tell you that you made a wrong guess. 

• Press the black arrow key button to get a new shape when 
you make a wrong guess. 

When you do... POOF! Ernie sends the shape away and a new shape 
will appear. 
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Shapes, Away! 
* If you decide that a shape on the table is not a part of Ernie’s 

picture, press the black arrow key button. 

In a flash, Ernie will wave his magic want and zap away the old 
shape, and make a new 011c appear. 

Yikcs, you goofed! You pressed the black arrow key button when a 
shape was in the picture. Don’t worry. Ernie will bring back that 
shape later and you can choose it then. 

Get the Picture? 
Not every shape Ernie zaps on the table will be part of his picture, so 
watch those shapes carefully. When you match all the shapes in llie 
picture, Ernie’s magic rabbit will pop onto the screen and hop around. 
Then, Ernie will wave his magic wand and both shape pictures will 
disappear. Presto! You are ready for a new challenge. 
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Letter-Co-Round 
Sesame Street® Letter-Go-Round provides a playful setting in which 
children can practice these early reading skills. 

♦ Letter recognition and matching 
• Upper/lower case matching 
• Word recognition and matching 
* Simple spelling 

Parents: When discussing the game, use the words "letter," "word," 
and "match" so your child becomes familiar with these concepts. You 
can help your child identify each letter as it moves through the 
matching zone by saying things like, "Does Hi is letter match the one 
be!ow?"Or, "Can you find the right letter to finish this word?" 

Step right up! It s time to take your turn to catcli and match the 
letters on the whirling ferns wheel! 
So, if you’re ready for fun, let’s get started. 
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Select a Level 
To select a game level 

$ 

press c 

n I 

How fast can the ferris wheel < spin? That s up to you. Prt ‘ss the Black 
Arrow key to spin the ferris wheel faster r 

press the Black Arrow key agai IK ma 

Make the Match 
As the letters spin on the wheel wait until the letter you want 

9 

■ 

mg 

the slot. F 

Parents: Maki tch at the right time may require some practice. ng a ilia r 

You can help your on * <1 IK 

tracing its path as it moves into the nialchi ng zone. 
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H 

The six game s arc l. ■fc 

m 

Ht1 
■ more cm ■■ ■r 

the skills needed for the more difficult 

: Uses upper case letters only. It takes three matches to build * 

strengt h-o-meter the round. 

I^evel 2: Uses lower case letters on and three matches coni plele a 
round * 

Level 3: Uses upper and lowercase letters. You can match: 
r case 

l>B Ti 

L 

Three matches complete a round. 
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Levels 1, 2 and 3: How to Play 
It’s as easy as A-B-C. Your Sesame Street pal is here to play and he 
brought a letter for you to match. 

Now it’s up to you. Find the letter on the ferris wheel that matches 
the one on the seesaw. Press either Red button when the letter moves 
into the matching zone. 

Oops! The letter you chose wasn’t the correct one! That’s okay! The 
letter will pop back into the basket, the wheel will continue spinning, 
and you can guess again. 

Hurray! You matched the letter! Your letter will flip into the air and 
look — you’ve built one part of the strength-o-meter Make all the 
matches in around and you’ll get a rousingRahNRah! from your 
Sesame Street buddies. 

LETTE R-G O-RO UN D 23 

Level 4: One Little Word 
Spell an entire word by matching each letter in the word. How do you 
match a word? One letter at a time, of course! Here’s what to do: 

Look at the first letter in the word. 
Find that letter on the ferris wheel. 
Press either Red Button to catch that letter. 
The first letter will pop into its place and it’s time to catch 
and match letter number two ... and then letter number three! 
Match all three letters in the word, and you've won the 
round. Your Sesame Street pals have one last word for you * 
Bravo! 

Level 5: What s Missing? 
This time your Sesame Street friend brings out a word for you • 
there’s one letter missing! Find a letter on the ferris wheel that 
correctly completes the word. Here’s how to do it: 

but 
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* Look at the incomplete word. Now look at the letters on the 
ferris wheel. Can you spot a letter that fits? There may be 
more than one right answer. 

* When the letter you want is in the matching zone, press 
either Red Button 

* Hurray! You spelled a word! Your Sesame Street 
pals will give you a rousing cheer! 

Three correct matches successfully complete the round and build the 
strength-o-meter. 

Level 6: Spell the Secret Word 
Now the ferris wheel takes its trickiest turn of all! The letters on the 
wheel spell a secret word — but even your Sesame Street pal doesn’t 
know what the word is! So ii's all up to you — and here’s what to do: 

* Look at the letters on the ferris wheel. Find three letters that 
spell a word. Now look again — because there may be 
several words on the wheel... but only one of them is the 
secret word! 
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• The first letter is the hardest to match. Choose your letter by 
moving it into the matching zone and pressing either Red 
Button. If you guessed right, that letter will pop into place! 

* Now select the next letter... and then the third. When you 
find the secret word, your Sesame Street pals will cheer you 
once again! 

Parents: Spelling words may be tricky at first. Ask your child. 
How many words do you see? Let's write eacli one down.” Note: 

After eight incorrect guesses, the secret word will pop onto the screen. 

& 4 
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Ernieys Big Splash is a fun-filled way for children fo develop 
planning, predicting and problem-solving skills* Ernie is taking a 
bath, but something is missing ~ his Rubber Duckie! Help Ernie 
build a pathway that leads Rubber Duckie from his soap dish to 
Ernie's bathtub. 

The Playing Screen 
At the beginning of the game, Rubber Duckie appears near his soap 
dish. Ernie is sitting in his bathtub waiting for Rubber Duckie to join 
him. 

Parents: Point out Rubber Duckie and Ernie, and ask your child to 
help Rubber Duckie join Ernie in his tub. Your child may enjoy 
building a simple, more direct pathway or may prefer constructing 
longer, more complex routes. 

How to Select u Building Piece for the Pathway 
There is a square next to Rubber Duckie that will help you select 
building pieces for the pathway. Press the Black Arrow key to cycle 
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through the available building pieces. A new piece appears each time 
the Black Arrow key is pressed. 

There are two green arrows on each piece as shown in the examples 
below. These green arrows show where Rubber Duckie enters and 
exits each piece. 

Parents: Point out the arrows in each building piece, and explain that 
Rubber Duckie uses the doorways to enter and exit each piece. 
Encourage your child to use his or her finger to show you where 
Rubber Duckie will enter the piece and where he will exit. 

Examples: 
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Have your child note the different directions for each piece* Have 
him or her show you the pieces that move Rubber Duekic across, up, 
down, etc* 

Encourage your child to pay close attention to these directions when 
planning the route of a pathway* 

Explain to your child that the pieces will only help Rubber Duckie 
travel across, up, down, or a I right angles* Remind your child that 
Rubber Duckie cannot move diagonally through pieces. 

Point out the pieces that appear twice and explain that although these 
pieces look the same, the arrows on the pieces may be in different 
positions, and each one might move Rubber Duckie in a different 
direction* 

When your child selects a piece that he or she thinks is correct, press 
either Red Button. If correct, Rubber Duckie will move forward* 
After a piece has been placed, point out to your child that Rubber 
Duckie is ready and waiting fora new piece to be selected. 
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As pieces appear, have your child trace the path through the piece 
with his or her finger. Encourage your child to look at the exit to plan 
the direction of the next piece in the pathway. 

if you press a Red Button and a selected piece doesn't work, you will 
hear a “bump** sound. Rubber Duckie wilt not be able to travel 
through that piece. 

Use the Black Arrow key to select another piece, and hopefully that 
one will work! 

When incorrect pieces are selected, point out the position of the green 
arrows and ask your child to tell you why Rubber Duckie cannot 
move through the piece. Encourage your child to select another piece, 
paying close attention to the direction of the green arrows* 

If your child has trouble constructing a pathway to Ernie's tub, have 
him or her show you on the screen which way the pathway should 
lead. 
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Ready... Set... Go! 
When a correct pathway has been constructed all the way to Ernie’s 
tub, Rubber Duckie will travel the entire length of the pathway, and 
tall into the tub with Ernie, creating a giant splash. 

Press either Red Button again, and Rubber Duckie will travel in 
reverse through the pathway, back to his soap dish. Your child may 
send Rubber Duckie through the pathway as many times as he or she 
likes. 

NOTE: Rubber Duckie will only move in reverse when the entire 
pathway has been completed. 

Sesame Street Pal Pieces 
Sesame Street Pal pieces appear in all the playfieids in Games 
2 and 3. These are special pieces that have four doorways instead of 
two, so they can be used twice in a pathway. 
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Build the pathway up to the Sesame Street Fun Pal. Then select a 
piece to move Rubber Duckie into the Sesame Street Fun Pal piece. 
Watch and see which way Rubber Duckie exits the piece. Then build 
the pathway to enter the same Sesame Street Fun Pal piece a second 
time, but through a different doorway. 

Clear the Screen and Start Again 
The Clear option will clear the screen to allow you to start playing 
again on the same playfield. Press the Select or Start key ONCE to 
start over within the same level. 

Dead Ends 
If your child constructs a pathway that blocks itself so that Rubber 
Duckie can’t reach Ernie, then a dead end has been made. Press the 
Select or Start key once to clear the screen to start again. 

Exit 
At any time, you can quit the current game. Press the Select or Start 
key TWICE to quit. You will return to the Game menu. 



Compliance With Regulations 

This equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if not installed and used 

properly, that is, in strict accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, 

interference to radio and television reception. It has been type tested and found to comply with 

the limits fora Class B computing device in accordance with the specifications in Subject] of 

Part IS of I CC Rules* which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such 

interference in a residential installation, However, there is no guarantee that interference will 

not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause interference to radio or 

television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is 

encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures: 

• Reorient the receiving antenna 

* Relocate the MES with respect to the receiver 

* M s jve t he NES away from th e receiver 

• Plug the NES into a different outlet so that computer and receiver arc on different 

circuits. 

may ca u sc 

If necessary* the user should consult the dealer or an experienced ratlin/television technician 

for additional suggestions. The user may find the following booklet prepared by the Federal 

Communications Commission helpful: How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV Interference 

Problems, This booklet is av:iilablc from the US. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 

20402, Stock No. (X)4/X)(MX)345-4. 

90-DAY LIMITED WARRANTY 33 

Hi Tech Expressions warrants lo the original consumer purchaser that this Game Pak C'Pak1T) 
including Game Pak (not including Game Pak Accessories or Robot Accessories)shall he free from 
defects and workmanship for a period of 90 days from dale of purchase. 
To receive this warranty: 

Do NOT return your defective Game Pak to the retailer. 
Notify the Hi Tech Expressions Customer Service Department of the problem requiring 
warranty service by calling 1-212-94 D1224, Our Customer Service Department is in 
operation trom 1:00 P.M, to 5:00 P.M, Eastern Standard Time, Monday - Friday, 
If the lh l ech Expressions service representative is unable to solve the problem by phone, 
he will provide you with a Return Authorization number. Simply record this number on 
the outside of the packaging of your defective PAK FREIGHT PREPAID AND INSURED 
FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE, together with ynur sales slip or similar proof-of-purchase and a 
brief description of your problem within the 90-day warranty period lo: 

ID TECH EXPRESSIONS 
Alin: Nintendo Customer Service Department 
584 Firoadway, New York* NY 10012 

If our technician determines that the Game Pak is defective* we will replace it or refund 
your p ur eh ase pri ec a t ou r opt i on* 

WARRANTY LIMITATIONS: ANY APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABJ1J7Y AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE 
HEREBY LIMITED TO NINETY DAYS FROM TILE DATE OF PURCHASE AND ARE SUBJECT 
TO THE CONDITION SET PORT1111EKEIR IN NO EVENT SHALL HI TECH EXPRESSIONS 
BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM 11IH 
BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. 

L 
2. 

3. 
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!! WARNING: DO NOT USE WITH FRONT OR 
REAR PROJECTION TV!! 

Do not use a front or rear projection television with your 
Nintendo Entertainment System® (“NES") and NES games. 
Your projection television screen may be permanently 
damaged if video games with stationary scenes or patterns 
are played on your projection television. Similar damage 
may occur if you place a video game on hold or pause. If 
you use your projection television with NES games, 
Nintendo will not be liable for any damage. This situation 
is not caused by a defect in the NES or NES games; other 
fixed or repetitive images may cause similar damage to a 
projection television. Please contact your TV manufacturer 
for further information. 
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A D V I S (> R Y 

READ BEFORE USING YOUR NES/SUPER NES 

A very small portion of the population may experience epileptic 
seizures when viewing certain kinds of flashing lights or patterns 
that are commonly present in our daily environment. These persons 
may experience seizures while watching some kinds of television 
pictures or playing certain video games. Players who have not had 
any previous seizures may nonetheless have an undetected epileptic 
condition. We suggest that you consult your physician if you have 
an epileptic condition or it you experience any of the following 
symptoms while playing video games: altered vision, muscle 
twitching, other involuntary movements, loss of awareness of your 
surroundings, mental confusion, and/or convulsions. 
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